ALYA/ECOGALAXY CATAMARANS
ENCHANTED ESCAPES

GREAT
ESCAPES

Sailing on the Alya or EcoGalaxy catamarans to experience the beauty of the Galapagos Islands will be one
of the best experiences of your life. Nature and comfort come together to reveal the best of the
archipelago. These catamarans were specially designed and built to navigate in the Galapagos using cuttingedge technology, integrating sustainability, and incorporating environmental best practices into every
operation. In essence, this is a new concept of luxury travel for small group expeditions.
Satisfaction is assured in the hands of nine crew members prepared to guide and pamper the 16 passengers
on board. You will discover the magnificence of the Galapagos in style with delicious gourmet meals
prepared each day, award-winning service on land and sea, and a safe exclusive and environment from
beginning to end.
Choose from unique 5- and 6-day itineraries and delve into one of the most biodiverse places on the planet.
Each island hosts different flora and fauna from giant tortoises, land and marine iguanas, penguins, sea
turtles, manta rays, sharks, cormorants, red and blue-footed boobies, among others. The variety of visits
also allow you to enjoy different activities like snorkeling in clear waters, sunbathing on pristine beaches,
kayaking, and hiking. To fully appreciate the Galapagos, you will have the support of a specialized guide
that will provide useful information and tips for the best encounters with wildlife and to capture pictureperfect views.
Prepare to follow Darwin´s footsteps and discover a paradise that will mark your soul for a lifetime. Escape
to an unmatched destination!
INCLUDED:
All meal onboard
Excursions with certified guide
Snorkeling equipment and kayaks

NOT INCLUDED:
Roundtrip Airfare
Entrance fee to the National Par
INGALA control card

* Strict biosafety protocols are followed.
** Flexibility policy: programs and special rates have an expiration period. Spaces are subject to availability.
For more information and custom quote: jruben@mytourec.com WhatsApp: 0999217343 Web: www.mytourec.com

